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Even though I'm not a fan of zombie apocalypse topic, I still have to affirm that Zombie Exodus is one of the best titles from
Choice of Games I've played so far.
It offers you a lot of options to choose from, and, depending on your choices and the kind of character you want to role-play,
you will get a different story with a different ending.
The characters have their distinct traits and motivations. Although I have to mention that some characters seem a bit
underdeveloped, but mostly because they die too soon.
Even if you are a bit tired of zombies, I recommend you to give this game a try, because offers you an entertaining interactive
story.. Easy to play, hard to master. Suitable for kids and adults.. The missions constanly set you up to fail. There are little
triggers that will make enemy capitol ships suddenly luanch waves of missile flinging gun boats. Each mission needs to be
completed just so. Your wing men are useless. Your always outnumbered by ships more maneuverable then you ships and your
entire squardon can still be intact and if you get taken out the rebels loss becuase clearly the other 7 rebel starfighters can't carry
on without you. Most of the missions have some weird trick you have to do, like don't destory all the convoy ships before they
hyperspace to the next area so the other attack bombers just don't jump home or something like that. Turning each mission into
a trial and error slog.. I paid $30 for this OVA only to find that the "Nyannyan paradise" track is different from the in-game
track. Very disappointed.. Trauma is challenging, maps are well designed and interesting.
One in fact is the best I've seen.

Playing with Lingard makes it considerable harder, and very fun.

So I am affraid those writing bad reviews about this DLC are simply trolling..
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Pretty fun, had more trouble beating all hours more than I had with 5 am on the first game, also always nice to try and speedrun
the game with speedrun mode.

Definetely recommended. To be Fair, I originally played this and Lost Song on Vita and it may sway my opinion of this one a
bit for that reason. BUT. I really will say, If you're not using the AW characters this games basically a downgraded Lost Song.
Some improvements yeah. But essentially, within the battle zones etc. Lost Song had a perfect system. In this, they kind of
changed it to one unified system instead of separating Magic and Weapons. It works but because of it in the first game and how
simple it was to switch it was perfect and allowed for more abilities to be used without a hassle.
Now the ups, If you like the AW cast. people like Kirukihime (if I spelt her name right) are spot on like themselves and are
pretty great in the game. The AW combat is alot more unique and they fight using specfic abilites for the specific characters.
They feel like the whole focus when it came to this and they ended up not doing nothing to make the SAO characters stand out
apart from flying.

I recommend only if you really like Lost song like me or want it for accel world as it's a downgrade otherwise. if you are a dirty
pervert this is the game for you. Really needs pathfinding for the pirate ship.
Least interesting match 3 game I have seen. They really need to be learning off of their competitors more.
No interesting quests. They are all either deliver this to there or defeat this guy. Some multi part quests would be cool, or at least
better dialogue and add some characters to make that less obvious.
Some of the quests won't complete. I had to destroy 2 french ships, and about seven later it still won't let me finish the quest.
Begining of the game is obnoxious since every ship is bigger than you, and the shipyards are few and far between.. I think the
game looks cool, isnt so cool when you play it...Also, I was looking for a multiplayer game........And I bought it thinking it would
be one. Well a lot of disappointments at the time.
. It's not that this aged badly, it's just a bad game. Get the second, though, it's awesome and very cheap nowadays.. It is funny.
Good to play if you are bored on train. :). If you like Tron themed games, this might be for you. I just got into the first skirmish
and the first impression was the game's was quite okay. However, the game got this unnecessary story which you have to endure
in the beginning. So you entered virtual world, got enslaved, then a resistance contacted you, etc, then you go into training
skirmish mode.

The gameplay mechanic is kind of similar to MOBA type of game, where you have this allies fighting on your side (or creeps)
and you need to progress towards enemie's homebase.

So, if you like Tron and MOBA, this might be for you. For me, let's just say it's not my cup of tea.
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